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Abstract

In industrial applications of composite materials, accurate characterisation of damage is vital. Acoustic
Emission (AE) can be utilised to achieve this, however, in large-scale complex geometry components,
traditional AE approaches have limitations. In this study a large carbon fibre specimen was used to
generate different damage mechanisms under fatigue loading. The Delta T Mapping technique was used
to locate damage and signal features were corrected using the Parameter Correction Technique (PCT). A

D

comparison between results obtained using traditional signal features and those obtained using PCT is
given. The results are validated using C-scanning and computed tomography. Matrix cracking and

TE

delamination were successfully identified using the PCT approach and improved location accuracy was
achieved.

Introduction
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C

1.

EP

Keywords: A. Carbon fibre; D. Acoustic emission; Damage characterisation; Damage location

Fibre reinforced composite materials are extensively used in large-scale applications for infrastructure
and transport, (aerospace, energy, automotive and marine), thanks to their high strength to weight ratio.
As a result, there is a need to ensure that structural integrity is maintained which requires a deeper
understanding of mechanical behaviour, damage mechanisms and remaining life to failure under static
and fatigue load regimes. Many Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques can contribute to this and
one such technique is Acoustic Emission (AE) which is the passive monitoring of stress waves in a
structure [1]. The stress waves originate in materials when strain energy is released during damage
growth. If suitable sensors are used, such as piezoelectric transducers, the released energy can be

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
detected. This feature can be usefully exploited for the real time monitoring of a structure and enables the
provision of feedback about the structures integrity and damage evolution and hence can increase the time
periods between inspections. This is particularly useful in order to reduce cost of inspection especially on
hard to access structures such as off-shore wind turbines. Moreover, the use of AE allows the
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determination of damage locations within a structure and the identification of the damage mechanisms
present by consideration of the detected AE signal features. This enables the AE technique to be used
very effectively to investigate the integrity of composite structures [2]. Many studies have been conducted
on different composite systems using the AE technique for monitoring real-time damage evolution and
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identifying different types of damage due to its high sensitivity to various damage modes [3, 4].

Despite some success, full-scale damage identification using AE remains a significant challenge and is a
non-trivial task. Damage characterisation using AE is well established for small isotropic components
where the attenuation effects are low, but the use of AE to investigate failure mechanisms in large-scale
components has been limited by the effects of propagation. Furthermore, many traditional NonDestructive Testing (NDT) techniques do not perform well in composite materials due to their anisotropic

D

properties. Most composite materials have a distinct anisotropic mechanical behaviour which leads to

TE

complex wave propagation and scattering phenomena. Large-scale structures also often contain geometric
features such as holes, curvatures and thickness changes, which further interrupt signal propagation paths.

EP

A further challenge faced in signal classification is the variation of sensor transfer function between
different sensors. To eliminate these effects the best practice for signal classification is to only consider
signals recorded by a single sensor. However, large structures require the use of multiple sensors to
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achieve full coverage and this is particularly so in composite structures where attenuation is commonly
high. The variation between sensor transfer functions can therefore have a significant effect on
classification accuracy.

Hence careful consideration of AE data is required in order to maximise subtle differences and increase
characterisation accuracy of composite damage mechanisms. It is understood that even in a similar test
with permanent test conditions each sensor can record different AE signals due to sensor characteristics,
sensor location, signal attenuation and superposition as a result of signal reflections from specimen edges

2
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[5-7]. Thus, it is very challenging to achieve reliable damage identification using the conventional AE
approaches based on the standard recorded AE data directly. Overcoming these intrinsic limitations will
improve the reliability of the AE damage characterisation technique and provide much improved SHM
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capabilities.

Several studies have focussed on the use of AE to identify damage mechanisms in composite materials
under different loading regimes. Clustering AE signals exhibiting similarities in to groups based on

conventional AE analysis has been the main target of these studies by plotting traditional AE descriptors
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such as amplitude, count, duration, etc. versus load or number of cycles. The correlation between two or
more AE descriptors using classification techniques, both unsupervised and supervised has also been
investigated [1].

To discriminate between different damage mechanisms, some authors have correlated each damage type
with frequency by using the peak frequency, time-frequency or frequency-intensity data from AE signals
[8-18]. Others have correlated damage with a traditional AE parameter such as amplitude of AE signals

D

[10, 15, 19-21]. However, the correlation between damage type and frequency range observed by

TE

different studies is dissimilar, suggesting that it is not a reliable approach to consider the frequency
extracted from the AE waveforms as a discriminating factor. This is due to the fact that the frequency is

EP

dependent on many factors such as the structural geometry, sensor response, signal propagation path and
source frequency [22]. Furthermore, using burst amplitude for damage classification in complex materials
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is often inaccurate [23].

In efforts to achieve greater reliability, many researchers have adopted multivariate approaches to signal
classification. These multidimensional analyses consider a large number of AE signal descriptors in an
attempt to provide a more powerful correlation between AE data from different damage mechanisms.
Many multivariate classification approaches have been investigated both individually or in combination,
these include algorithms such as k-means [24-29], k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN)[27], Fuzzy c-means [30,
31], Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [25, 30], Gaussian mixture distribution (GMD) [26], Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) (such as the Self-Organising Map (SOM) [26-29, 32-34] and Competitive Neural
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Networks (CNN) [26]). These normally correlate the resultant classes with observable damage
mechanisms and then use a single signal parameter such as the peak frequency or amplitude to validate
the classification results. Most studies are conducted using signals received by a single sensor and
recorded directly by an acquisition system without removing effects of propagation, which will likely
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affect the reliability of the classification result.

The objective of the present work is to use the AE technique to identify damage mechanisms generated
within a large-scale laminated carbon fibre composite panel under low-cycle tension-tension fatigue. An
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AE parameter correction methodology known as the “Parameter Correction Technique (PCT)” [35, 36] is
used to correct the propagation effects of AE data collected from the panel. An unsupervised
classification technique, k-means, is then used to classify the AE data into suitable classes.

The PCT has been developed by the authors in order to correct for the propagation effects of as-recorded
traditional AE parameters in large-scale composite structures with complex geometries. It has been
previously demonstrated that this technique provides a reliable recalculation of the signal features

D

recorded from artificial AE sources at different positions within a carbon fibre composite panel [36]. It is

TE

noteworthy that the PCT presents advantages over conventional techniques by overcoming the restriction
of using data from a single sensor for analysis by utilising data from multiple sensors in the recalculation

EP

process for each signal parameter. Therefore no AE data is lost due to large source to sensor distances.

The work presented in this paper builds on two previous papers by the authors [36, 37] and shares the
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same experimental process. The initial paper focussing on PCT [36] used artificial data, created using a
wave generator and a conical transducer, to demonstrate the technique. In [37], an Artificial Neural
Network classifier was used on experimental AE data to explore approaches of self-learning to identify
matrix cracking and delamination signals. This paper is the first recorded use of PCT to correlate real AE
damage signals in composites that are validated by both ultrasonic scanning and CT scans. The Paper is
arranged as follows. First an introduction to the PCT process and cluster analysis is given in Section 2.
The experimental procedure is outlined in Section 3. In Section 4 a comparison between the traditional
and re-calculated data classification is made and finally conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

4
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2.

Data Processing

The aim of this process is to cluster AE data into groups of similar signals using an unsupervised
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clustering technique. The differing classes identified will then be attributed to specific damage modes
occurring during fatigue loading of a composite panel. It should be noted that it is the intention of the
authors to apply this classification procedure to signals from located AE events only. That is, only AE
sources with high energy which hit at least three sensors are considered as an event to be used in the
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analysis.

In this work four signal parameters, (Amplitude, Count, Duration and Energy), are used as input data in
the clustering process. The classification procedure is performed twice, once using the traditional signal
parameters and again using the re-calculated parameters from the PCT. Figure 1 presents an overview of
the procedure adopted for analysing the AE signals. Each step will be described in this section (except
assigning the results which will be discussed in Section 4).
2.1

Locate AE Events:

D

In anisotropic materials, such as composites, accurate AE location is complex due to variation in

TE

propagation velocity with direction. Some approaches have been taken to solving this problem [38-41]
and improvements in accuracy have been shown in simple laminated plates. However none of these

EP

approaches account for structural complexities that may interrupt the wave propagation path, such as
holes and thickness changes that may be present in an industrial environment. In order to overcome these
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obstacles Baxter et al. [42] presented the Delta T Mapping technique. This technique involves generating
several artificial sources at each point on a grid defined across the structure and using the mean arrival
time at each sensor to construct a map of arrival time difference for each pair of sensors. The maps are
subsequently used in the location calculation and the technique has been demonstrated to provide superior
location accuracy. Originally developed for complex geometry metallic structures [42], the technique has
also been shown to perform very well in anisotropic materials such as composites [43]. Further
improvements to this approach have been made by integrating an Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)
based arrival time estimation [44] and automating training data cleaning and selection processes [45]
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which has significantly reduced operation time and increased reliability. The Delta T Mapping technique
has been used to locate the AE events in this work.
2.2

AE Feature Correction:

RI
PT

In order to correct the traditional parameters of recorded AE signals the Parameter Correction Technique
was performed. In this new technique a point contact, conical, piezoelectric transducer is used to excite
artificial AE signals at locations across the structure of interest. The sources are excited at a range of
amplitude levels and a multi-level map of feature variation with respect to source amplitude and spatial
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location is created. These maps are then used as the basis for feature correction based on accurately

computed source location. A more detailed description of the PCT methodology can be found in previous
work [35, 36]; however, a summary of the technique is provided below in five steps:
• Determine area of interest: The technique can provide complete coverage of a structure or part of a
structure, it can be used as an improvement method to correct the signal parameters emitted from
specific areas of expected fracture.

• Construct grid system: A grid is constructed on the area of interest within which AE events will be

D

located. The parameter correction is performed with respect to the grid coordinates and not the sensor
positions.

TE

• Obtain AE parameter value data set: At each node of the grid, artificial sources with varying input
amplitude are generated to provide AE parameter values at each sensor. An average result of the

EP

recorded AE data is achieved by repeating the same source amplitude several times at each node, to
reduce error. Missing node data as a result of holes, for example, and the area between nodes are
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interpolated from the other surrounding data. The parameter values of each source amplitude within
the grid will present a contour map.
• Calculate PCT maps: A multi-level (3D) map is then generated for each parameter by stacking up
the individual contour maps. The layers are arranged, in order, from the lower source amplitude to the
highest. From these maps, the relationship between the recorded parameter and the source amplitude
will be calculated for each location.
• Parameters re-calculation: Using these AE parameter versus source amplitude relationships; the
source amplitude for any previous, current or future AE data can be identified. To estimate the
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parameter value of any event the average of all sensors used to locate that event will is used provide
the most accurate value.
2.3

Traditional AE Features Normalisation
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Before conducting the multivariable analysis a ‘prior normalisation” step was performed. In any multivariable clustering process it is essential to normalise the data sets to ensure that each parameter has equal
weighting to avoid biasing the solution towards the high parameter weightings. This step ensures that all
data has been centred and reduced, posing a mean value equal to zero and a standard deviation equal to
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one. The difference between the solution of the normalised set and that of the original set will depend
upon the extent to which the variance of the various parameters differ. This means that the results
obtained from un-normalised data subjected to multi-dimensional analysis will be weighted in favour of
the parameters with higher relative variance. When dealing with the traditional AE parameters, there is no
acceptable reason to consider anything other than equal weighting and so the data presented to the
classification technique were normalised. The normalisation step was conducted only with the traditional
data because the re-calculated parameters naturally poses equal weighting.
Unsupervised Clustering and Cluster Quality Criteria

D

2.4

TE

The two data sets, traditional and re-calculated, are then classified separately using k-means as an
unsupervised clustering technique. The k-means method aims to minimize the sum of squared distance

EP

between all the vectors of a cluster and its centre [46]. In the k-means approach the number of clusters k
should is specified in advance. In order to select the most appropriate value for k, two common clustering
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quality criterions, Silhouette [47] and Calinski-Harabasz [48] indexes, were used to determine the optimal
number of classes which corresponding to the maximum value of the two criterions.

3.
3.1

Experimental Procedure
Test specimen:

The carbon fibre specimen used in this investigation is shown in Figure 2. More details on the test
specimen can be found in the work by Crivelli et al [37]. A 500 x 500 mm square panel was manufactured
from 8 plies of Hexcel M21/35%/UD268/T800S uni-directional pre-preg material and cured in an
autoclave in line with the manufacturers recommendations. A layup of (0,90)2S was used which resulted
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in a cured thickness of 2.1 mm. During layup a 25 mm cut, perpendicular to the fibres, was made at the
centre of the two inner 0o plies in order to promote matrix cracking under tensile load. Following
manufacture the panel was inspected using ultrasonic C-scanning to ensure quality and uniformity.
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In order to transfer the tension load to the test specimen, four 5mm thick aluminium tabs with 50 x 50 mm
dimensions were glued on to both sides of the panel, along the 0o material direction, using Araldite 420 (2
Component Epoxy Adhesive). To accelerate the gluing process the specimen with tabs were cured at 50
centigrade for 4 hours. A 20 mm diameter hole was drilled through each of the tabs to provide a load
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attachment point. After drilling the specimen was once again C-scanned in order to ensure that no internal
damage had been induced. The specimen, when fitted in the test machine, as shown in Figure 2. Four 10
mm thick steel plates were used to extend the load machine clevis fixture down to the drilled holes and a
20 mm diameter bolt was placed through the extenders and the panel and tightened with a nut.
3.2

AE acquisition:

AE was continually monitored during the test using a Vallen AMSY-4 data acquisition system, with 5

D

MHz sample rate and 34 dB pre-amplification from Vallen AEP3 pre-amplifiers. The AE signals were
monitored using five PAC WD wideband transducers. Ambient noise was filtered using a 44.9 dB

TE

threshold. The sensors were attached to the specimen using Silicon RTV (Loctite 595) to provide an
acoustic couplant and a mechanical fixture. The relative positions of the sensors can be seen in Figure 3.

EP

The correct mounting of the sensors was verified by using the Hsu-Nielson (H-N) source [49].
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A Delta T grid was created with two resolutions. A 300 x 300 mm grid with a 50 mm resolution was
placed centrally on the panel (Figure 2 and 3a) and the central 100 x 100 mm area of the grid centred
around the artificial crack was arranged with a 10 mm resolution. The training data for the Delta T
Mapping technique was collected from this grid prior to the testing.

The PCT process utilised the same 300 x 300 mm grid, with a resolution of 50 mm that was used for the
Delta T Mapping technique (Figure 2 and 3b). An artificial AE source was used to generate signals at
each of the grid nodes to provide training data [36]. This was achieved by use of a Mistras Group Ltd.
arbitrary waveform generator (WaveGen1410) and an in-house manufactured broadband conical
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transducer provided by the National Physical Laboratory, UK. Multi-purpose grease was used as a
couplant to provide consistent acoustic transmission between the conical transducer and the specimen
surface.
Test plan:
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3.3

The tensile specimen was subjected to tension-tension fatigue load, with the maximum applied load
increased from 8 to 31 kN throughout the test. The loading profile across the whole test is presented in
Figure 4. After 130k cycles the panel was removed from the test rig and subjected to an impact.
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Subsequently the panel was returned to the test rig and loaded for an additional 155k cycles.

The test was performed in batches of 5k cycles at a rate of 1Hz. In order to follow the damage evolution,
the specimen was inspected by ultrasonic C-scanning between the batches. The C-scan image and the AE
activity were subsequently considered in order to decide whether to increase the load or run a further 5k
cycle at the same load. The first part of Figure 4 (left of vertical dashed line) contains the batch numbers

D

and the applied load before impact.

After 26 batches (130k cycles) of loading the panel was impacted at different energy levels (from 5 to 14

TE

J) using an Instron Dynatup 9250HV impact test machine, to generate a new source of AE activity during
the test. A C-scan inspection was performed following the impact testing. The panel was then subjected to

EP

further fatigue loading in line with the previous procedure. The second part of Figure 4 (right of vertical
dashed line) shows the applied load for batches of cycles after impact. At the end of the test, the panel
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was C-scanned for a final time and then a ~50 x 200 mm section centred on the cut plies was removed for
x-ray CT evaluation, to verify the development of matrix cracking local to the cut ply region.

4.
4.1

Results and discussion
Physical observations

The C-scan images are shown in Figure 5 and reveal the different conditions of the panel during the test.
After manufacturing, the C-scan image shows there is no internal damage (Figure 5a). After applying the
first 26 loading batches (ending with 21 kN load after 130k cycles) the panel is still without any signs of
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internal damage (Figure 5b). The artificial crack location indicates a very slightly higher attenuation, but
it is difficult to identify in-plane cracking by C-scan inspection so this cannot be considered conclusive.
After impact (Figure 5c), a clear region of high attenuation is observed just above the lower tab indicating
the location of impact induced delamination. The dark spot seen centrally in all the images is sensor 5
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with its cable exiting to the left of the image also visible. At the end of the test (31 kN load after 285k
cycles) no discernible growth in the delamination area can be observed, suggesting that the delamination
has not grown during the test (Figure 5d). Again a mild increase in attenuation at the cut plies (just below
sensor 5) is observable in Figure 5d but no positive indication of matrix crack growth can be inferred
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from this.

The CT scan results are shown in Figure 6 which show the final condition of the cut ply region after the
test. The figure shows two selected slices which corresponding to the third ply depth (Figure 6a) and the
sixth ply depth (Figure 6b), i.e. the depth of the cut plies. The main images (1) show an in-plane slice
through the material at the stated depth and the two additional images (2 & 3) show orthogonal through
thickness slices at the same location. The red arrows indicate a common position that is collocated within

D

all three images. A clear horizontal crack like feature is seen running horizontally left to right in both

TE

main images, these cracks correspond to the cut ply positions with in the sample. The through thickness
slices (2) show corresponding indication of cracking at these positions, appearing as a small black dot

EP

because the crack is running out of the plane of the page. Image 3 at a depth of 3 plies also shows a clear
indication of cracking. At a depth of 6 plies the crack is less obvious in image 3, suggesting that the crack
is less well developed at this depth. By comparing image 2 from both Figure 6 a) and b) it can be seen
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that the cut plies are miss-aligned and this miss-alignment has restricted the growth of a larger through
thickness matrix crack. The CT results, however, confirm that matrix cracking has occurred at the resin
rich pockets made at the position of the cut fibres in the laminate.

The Delta T results for AE source location using all the five sensors are shown in Figure 7 a) and b) for
before and after impact, respectively. In Figure 7a, before impact, events are clustered close to the tab
boundaries and at the central area of the specimen at the location of the cut plies. Figure 7b, post impact,
shows the events located from the final loading batch (31). High AE activity is observed at the upper tab
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location with very little activity observed at the lower tab. A cluster of events is also observed at the
location of the impact induced delamination. Additionally, some AE events are located in the unloaded
area to the left of the presented image and these events are assumed to be miss-located. Some misslocated events is common in AE testing and often occurs from low amplitude signals where accurate
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arrival time determination is difficult. The percentage of miss-located events (e.g. x=<10) is ~6.6% of the
total located events in this data set and therefore these events are not deemed to be significant. These
results demonstrate that the Delta T Mapping approach is able to accurately detect and locate signals from
noise sources, such as the tabs, and from differing damage mechanisms, such as the matrix cracking and
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delamination. However to gauge the significance of any located events in a realistic monitoring situation
an indication of the source mechanism is required, i.e. signal classification is needed.

In order to perform damage identification this work focuses on the signals located at the artificial
cracking and delamination areas only. The located events before impact were selected for the clustering
purpose limited on the area of artificial crack (the selected signals presented in Figure 7a). Figure 7b,

D

post impact, presents the selected signals from both the delamination and artificial crack areas.

TE

Figure 8 presents the percentage of events for which a sensor was not used in the location calculation, that
is the number of events or signals that would be missed if each sensor was considered in isolation.

EP

Counter-intuitively; being closest to the damage region, channel 5 is missing signals for over 22% of the
events located. When the total number of hits at each channel are considered channel 5 has recorded
significantly more than all other channels with a large number of low energy signals that are not
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registered by sensors further away due to attenuation. This disparity is attributed to the process used for
the Delta T Mapping algorithm to group signals closely spaced in time that will likely be from the same
event. It is anticipated that the large number of additional hits on channel 5 has caused some errors in
correct identification of event groups. Nevertheless, Figure 8 serves to highlight the issue of data loss
when only one sensor is considered for classification. Here it would be most intuitive to select channel 5,
however that would result in the loss of 22.6% of all located events when all 5 sensors are considered.
The PCT technique overcomes this limitation by using corrected data from all sensors to provide an
average corrected feature value. So, all data from located events can be considered in any subsequent
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classification work, which is an important advantage for improving the performance and reliability of AE
damage classification in large-scale components.
4.2

AE data classification
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The proposed classification approach was performed for two cases: 1) using traditional AE parameters
and 2) PCT corrected AE parameters. The input vector to the classifier in each case is the same four
signal features (Amplitude, Energy, Count and Duration). After normalising the traditional features

recorded using each one of the five sensors and recalculating the AE parameters using the PCT, the
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optimal number of classes was calculated for each of the six data sets, according to the two clustering
quality criteria discussed above. Then the six data sets were classified using these optimum cluster
numbers. The number of events allocated to each class, following classification, is presented in Figure 9
as a percentage of the total number of events recorded by the used sensor. The use of traditional
parameters leads to more than one solution that mainly depends on the sensor from which data was used
as input to the classifier. Thus it is difficult to decide which result is correct. Normally the operator will
select the result from the sensor with the largest data quantity or the result which corresponds to any

D

expected damage. On the other hand, there is one single solution arising from the use of data corrected by
the PCT approach, which reduces uncertainty and avoids the need for operator decisions within the

TE

analysis.

EP

Practically, it is difficult to rely on data from one sensor to achieve reliable damage classification when
the AE sources are located at different distances from the sensor [36]. Furthermore, in general using data

AC
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from one sensor leads to the loss of some located AE data which will have a negative effect on
classification reliability. The PCT approach has previously demonstrated the ability to overcome these
limitations for artificial AE sources [36]. Here further analysis of its ability to accurately classify different
damages mechanisms from fatigue test data is made.

In order to characterise the possible damage mechanisms occurring in this test, the AE data is divided into
two parts: the pre-impact stage which corresponds to the located AE activity at the artificial crack region
(Figure 7a) and the post-impact stage which corresponding to the activity at both damage regions, i.e.
artificial crack and delamination area (Figure 7b).
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In the pre-impact stage the cut plies are located in the load path between the two aluminium tabs, where it
is expected that the stress will be sufficient to cause cracking in the resin pocket between cut fibres. The
x-ray CT data presented in Figure 6 confirms the growth of matrix cracking in this region. Hence there is
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high confidence that the AE signals selected from the crack region were generated from the observed
matrix cracking damage. After the initial AE activity in the cut ply region, no further AE data was

observed in this region. This is due to the developed cracks reaching the end of the cut ply region and
being arrested by the intact continuous fibres. When plotting the location of the PCT classes as two
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segments, before and after impact, as shown in Figure 10 it can be seen that prior to impact Class-2 is the
dominant class. Hence it is concluded that Class-2 results from the matrix cracking damage mechanism.

The post impact stage contains events mostly located in the region of the delamination, with a small
number of events located near the cut ply region, indicating that some additional matrix cracking might
have been induced by the higher applied load of 31kN (Figure 10). Significant activity is seen in the
delamination region, despite the C-scan data showing no obvious signs of delamination growth. The AE

D

activity in this region is likely to result from a range of sources including matrix cracking caused by the

TE

induced stress concentrations and friction from fretting and movement of the existing damage surfaces.
For the data recorded after impact the PCT classification identifies two classes (Figure 10). The signals

EP

located at the delamination site are a mixture of class 1 and 2, which is expected due to the varied damage
mechanisms present in this area, with class 2 representing matrix cracking and class 1 representing
fretting of the delamination surfaces. Out of the small number of signals located near the crack most are

AC
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class 2 and located in the region of the crack tips and correspond to the observed matrix cracking.

The presented methodology provides a solution to the challenges of AE signal classification in large-scale
structures, by eliminating signal propagation effects. The PCT provided a single classification solution,
while use of traditional features leads to multiple ambiguous solutions, depending on the sensor selected.
It has also been shown that data from all sensors is utilised in the PCT process, thus eliminating the
potential loss of some located events. This work has demonstrated that the developed methodology allows
AE signals from different sources to be reliably classified into separate groups. The classification result
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achieved using the data corrected by the PCT provide a more reliable solution. Two classes corresponding
to matrix cracking and fretting signals were detected, located and classified. Currently the PCT cannot be
directly implemented in true real time, however, development of a real time implementation of the
presented technique will form the focus of further work.

Conclusions:
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5.

The main aim of the present work is to use the AE data recorded from the fatigue test of a composite
material panel to identify different source mechanisms. The Delta T and PCT techniques were used to
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locate the AE events and correct AE features with high performance. The resulting clusters clearly

identify the most critical damage types. The C-scan and CT scan results support the proposition that the
AE technique can detect two different damage mechanisms and these are most likely to be matrix
cracking and delamination movement.

The PCT is shown to be an effective tool to correct signal features and overcome the propagation path
influence on the recorded AE data. Furthermore using data from multiple sensors enables all the located

D

events to be accounted for in the final analysis without loss of data.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Flow chart representation of the methodology proposed in the analysis.
Figure 2. The specimen fitted in the tensile machine [37].

Figure 4. Test plan with the applied load per batch.
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Figure 3. Sensors locations and (a) Delta T grid (b) PCT grid.

Figure 5. The C-scan result during the test (a) After manufacturing, before apply the load (b) Before
impact, after batch number 26 (c) After impact immediately (d) After impact, After batch number 31.
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Figure 6. The CT scan result at the end of the test a) 3rd ply depth and b) 6th ply depth.

Figure 7. The Delta T location of the recorded events (a) before impact (b) after impact.
Figure 8. Located events losing depend on the used sensor.
Figure 9. The Classes percentage for each case.
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Figure 10. Delta T Mapping locations of the classification results (PCT).
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